Wings Mobile is a Spanish virtual mobile operator founded in 2007, focused on the development of innovative software, smartphones and laptops.

After less than a year into their new business strategy, implemented in 2017, the company received the ALCI AWARD for ‘Best Technological Design’ for their state-of-the-art smartphones that were created with a focus on innovation, security, and price.

Wings Mobile 6 Pillars

1. Security
We are offering long-anticipated security solutions to all smartphone and laptop owners with our innovative software and technological platform. WINGS MOBILE combines the security that cold storage hardware can offer against external attacks, with the versatility and compatibility that smartphones have today, in a single device.

2. Privacy
We are offering a new level of privacy, giving you peace of mind knowing that nothing can threaten your most sensitive personal and financial information when using our innovative software and technological solutions. Our solutions allow users to have phone conversations without third party access, including Wings Mobile. No one can have access to your data without your authorization.

3. Warranty
We are promising to all investors an 100% guarantee against the devaluation of their investment with the exclusive BWTO® service (BitWings Token Guarantee). We are committed to preserving the $0.20 value of the Wings Mobile token, regardless of the volatility in the cryptocurrency marketplace.

4. Usability
BWN tokens will always have use in the native ecosystem granting the token owner a 10% discount off the price within the entire range of products and services, both online and within physical stores in over 36 countries.

5. Fair price
Wings Mobile will work toward a fair price for all its Wings smartphones and Wings Books laptops by strategically placing manufacturing facilities in countries that have bilateral treaties and free trade agreements to avoid unfair tariffs, allowing Wings Mobile to offer its products at a similar price anywhere in the world.

6. Innovation
We are focusing on innovation in our software, hardware and in our business management. Our decentralized global distribution channels are based on the concept of social media marketing and an exclusive affiliation program. We are positioning ourselves to gain the lead in the market currently dominated by the big players.

www.bitwings.org
BitWings, the cryptocurrency of Wings Mobile

BitWings ICO’s (Initial Coin Offering) private phase is live and will be the force behind the launch of the Wings Mobile X-generation devices that are designed to meet the needs of the blockchain world, and the expansion of our footprint in the marketplace as detailed in our business plan.

Whether you are a crypto miner, a privacy advocate, a high-tech enthusiast, or a business-minded individual, BitWings holds a multitude of benefits for everyone.

The first 40,000 limited edition Wings Minephone WX1000™ smartphones are available only for ICO participants at a special offer of 6000 BWN. The ICO Public Sale starts on May 1, 2019, and ends when all 159 Million BWN are sold, or on June 30, 2019, whichever comes first.

**The Wings Minephone WX1000™ Smartphone**

The first ultra-secure blockchain phone is able to produce up to 2 Ethereum in a month. The Wings Minephone WX1000™ smartphone is the first NEURAL hybrid phone (VoIP / GSM / NeuralChip) and a world’s first for holding the highest level of security, protecting both hardware and software.

**Wings X Book™ Laptop**

The first dedicated high security laptop is available in two versions: 15.6 inches and 14 inches.

Our exclusive software for X-generation devices include:

- **Safe Core OS™**, a secure operating system based on neural technology built within commercial Android systems. Thanks to the implementation of the new MediaTek Helio P60 NeuroPilot™ CPU, Wings Mobile devices enter the neural era with the implementation of AI.
- **Neural Face ID™** gives the ability to recognize the difference between users and strangers, allowing access to users’ menus and applications accordingly.
- **Wings Guardian 2.0™** verifies and warns the user if an attempt is being made to access an application or data, blocking and removing Android permissions, even in sleep mode.
- **WingsPay™** triple authentication protocol (FaceID, fingerprint, and PIN) allows secure access to an e-wallet equipped with a payment system, based on blockchain technology. It is used for transactions online and within physical stores, for recurring payment services, for peer to peer money transfers and for the purchase of applications within the **Wings Playstore™**.
- **Proof-of-Data algorithm** that is able to generate up to 2 ETH in a month.
- **Super Natural Speech system “Angel”**.


Wings award-winning devices are not the only reason BWN is an excellent investment opportunity. Our decentralized global distribution channels give our product users two different solutions to become our partners and earn income.

- **Wings Mobile**, through its e-commerce portal, has created an affiliate program known as **Social Market**, which aims to monetize the communications that users keep daily on social networks to post, and share Wings Mobile advertising content. For each purchased item, Wings Mobile offers affiliates a 25% commission.
- **Wings Store** is an alternative form of franchise. Unlike a franchise, there are no geographical limits and the role of the affiliate is similar to that of a main franchise.

Unlike most other cryptocurrencies, BWN is a solid investment opportunity because:

- **Wings Mobile** is operating in an exponentially growing market of smartphones and security technology.
- **Wings Mobile has its own proprietary technology** focused on blockchain adapted mobile devices, facilitating agile and secure exchanges.
- We can guarantee that BWN is always worth $0.20 USD in all Wings Mobile online and physical stores, regardless of the price of the token in the marketplace.
- **BWN** is a token that will always have use as a means of payment within the native ecosystem, whether purchasing an exclusive Wings Store distribution unit, or purchasing Wings products. Holding BWN grants the token owner a 10% discount off the price within the entire range of state-of-the-art high-tech products and services when paid with the BWN.
- **BWN** is based on the economy of the already existing company, **Wings Mobile**, led by professionals with a substantial background in business management and innovation-led environments.

For more information visit https://bitwings.org/en/